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Contribution to the development of sustainable
society and the realization of the SDGs
Tokyo Gas Group's approach
to promoting sustainability

Relationship between materiality (priority issues in terms of sustainability) and the SDGs
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* The relationships portrayed above are subject to revision as appropriate according to changes in the Tokyo Gas Group’s actions.

The Tokyo Gas Group will enhance its social and financial value by
tackling social challenges through our business activities, and we will
strive to contribute to the sustainable development of society going
forward by realizing an enduring corporate management.

In promoting sustainability, we have identified materiality (key sustainability issues)
based on our goal of “taking leadership in the effort to achieve Net-Zero CO2
emissions and continuing to create customer value,” in accord with our
management vision Compass 2030, and are implementing its PDCA cycle. This is
how we are contributing to solving social challenges such as climate change and
realizing the SDGs.

Sustainability promoting structure
The Tokyo Gas Group forms in-house committees as appropriate for studying,
coordinating or promoting actions to address important management issues. These
include the Sustainability Committee, which is intended to promote climate change
research and other sustainability issues and chaired by the President, and the
Sustainability Promotion Committee, a subordinate body of the previous
committee chaired by the Officer in charge of sustainability. They deliver reports
on important matters to the Board of Directors.
(See also Corporate Governance System on page 43.)
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